Alright, you are Java Developer searching for a proper internship for the summer?

This is for You!

We are a software development company called Ignite (www.ignite.ee) and here are some things you might want to know about us:

› Flat structure
  We believe that people are smart enough to manage and organize themselves.

› Transparency and communication
  We are open to discussions and changes. Every decision is shaped according to the needs of our people.

› Different technologies
  Gain knowledge in Java, SaaS for Recruitment, Atlassian products and Blockchain/Ethereum development with us.

› Work language is English
  We have a multinational team of 40 people.

As a Java Developer intern you will have an opportunity to participate in all stages of solution development.

Your challenge (in the future):
• create solutions that the customer will profit from
• participate in customer communication
• design solutions from scratch
• set up hosting for production environments in cloud
• learn and use new technologies
• brainstorm and prototype new ideas that make the world better place.

We don’t expect you to have it all right from the start, but willingness and ability to constantly learn is required.

If you are ready to join our talented and professional team, we welcome you to our open and friendly Ignite family.

Our offer:
• You will become one of our talented people who deliver working software solutions daily.
• We provide enough guidance and plenty of challenges so you can become the best in the field.
• Our people’s excessive knowledge on creating software will be at your service.
• And of course, all your professional efforts will be well rewarded.

If you are interested then wait no further and contact us at sirli.spelman@ignite.ee